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Abstract

A probability measure s on the unit circle T is called a Turán measure if any point of the

open unit disc D is a limit point of zeros of the orthogonal polynomials associated to s: We

show that many classes of measures, including Szegö measures, measures with absolutely

convergent series of their parameters, absolutely continuous measures with smooth densities,

contain Turán measures.

r 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.

1. For a probability measure s on the unit circle T we denote by fjngnX0 the

sequence of the orthogonal polynomials in the Hilbert space L2ðsÞ:

jnðzÞ ¼ knðz � l1;nÞðz � l2;nÞyðz � ln;nÞ; kn40;Z
T

jijj ds ¼
0; iaj;

1; i ¼ j:

(
ð1Þ

It is well-known [10] that fl1;n; l2;n;y; ln;ng is a subset of the unit disc

D ¼def fz : jzjo1g:

Definition. A probability measure s on T is called a Turán measure if for every lAD

and for every e40 there exist positive integers n and kn; 1pknpn; such that

jl� lkn;njoe:

In other words, every point of D is an accumulation point of zeros of the orthogonal
polynomials corresponding to s:
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Theorem (Alfaro-Vigil [1]). Turán measures exist.

Any probability measure on T is uniquely determined by its parameters [3]:

an ¼ �jnþ1ð0Þ
knþ1

:

Putting z ¼ 0 in (1), we obtain that

an ¼ ð�1Þnl1;nþ1l2;nþ1ylnþ1;nþ1: ð2Þ

Since all the zeros of nonzero orthogonal polynomials jnþ1 in L2ðdsÞ lie in D;

(2) implies that janjo1: If s is a sum of n þ 1 point masses, then it is natural to

consider a polynomial jnþ1 identically equal to zero in L2ðdsÞ: Then (2) is valid and

janj ¼ 1:
From (2) we also obtain that the parameters of any Turán measure must satisfy

lim inf
n

janj ¼ 0:

Another simple necessary condition for a measure s to be a Turán measure is that
the Borel support suppðsÞ of s is T: This follows from the fact that
fl1;n; l2;n;y; ln;ng is a subset of the convex hull of suppðsÞ:

2. Any probability measure s with infinite support generates a sequence of the
inverse Schur functions (see [5–7]):

bnðzÞ ¼def jnðzÞ
j	

nðzÞ
¼
Yn

k¼1

z � lk;n

1� lk;nz
;

where for a polynomial p of degree n we put p	ðzÞ ¼def znpð1=%zÞ:
Finite Blaschke products bn satisfy the recurrence

bnþ1ðzÞ ¼
zbnðzÞ � %an

1� zanbnðzÞ
; ð3Þ

which can be easily obtained from Szegö’s recurrence (see [10, (11.4.6–11.4.7)]

and [5, (7.11)] for details). In what follows N ¼def f1; 2; 3;yg is the set of positive

integers.

Theorem 1. Given a measure s with parameters fangnX0 and an arbitrary infinite set

LCN there exists a Turán measure s# with parameters fa#
n gnX0 satisfying an ¼ a#

n

for neL:

Proof. It follows the idea of the proof of the Alfaro–Vigil Theorem presented in [9].
We arrange the elements of L in an increasing sequence n1on2o?onko? and

take any dense sequence fzkgkX1 in D: Since by (3) b#
n ðzÞ depends only on
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a#
0 ; a#

1 ;y; a#
n�1; we may define the sequence a#

n by induction as follows: a#
0 ¼ a0 and

a#
n ¼

an if nank;

zkb
#
nk
ðzkÞ if n ¼ nk

(
ð4Þ

for n40: Then by (3) b
#
nkþ1ðzkÞ ¼ 0 and therefore s# is a Turán measure. &

3. These arguments, however, give no information on metric properties of s#: For
instance, is it possible for a Turán measure to be absolutely continuous? To answer
this question in positive we need some tools to control bnk

ðzÞ: Blaschke products are
elements of the unit ball B of the Hardy algebra in the unit disc:

B ¼ f f ðzÞ: f is holomorphic in D; j f ðzÞjp1 for zADg:
Schur’s algorithm

f ðzÞ ¼def f0ðzÞ ¼
zf1ðzÞ þ f0ð0Þ
1þ f0ð0Þzf1ðzÞ

;y; fnðzÞ ¼
zfnþ1 þ fnð0Þ

1þ fnð0Þzfnþ1ðzÞ
;y

determines a one-to-one mapping

S : B-SN;

Sð f Þ ¼ ð f0ð0Þ; f1ð0Þ; f2ð0Þ;yÞ
of B onto the space of parameters SN: This mapping is a homeomorphism of the
topological spaces B and SN equipped with the topology of pointwise convergence
(see [5, Lemma 4.11; 6, Theorem 1.1] for details).

Definition. A probability measure s with parameters fangnX0 is called a Markoff

measure if there exist e40 and a positive integer l such that

max
j¼0;1;y;l

janþjj4e for n ¼ 0; 1;y :

If s is not a Markoff measure, then there exists an infinite set L of the form

L ¼
[N
k¼1

½mk � lk;mk�;

mkomkþ1 � lkþ1; k ¼ 1; 2;y; lim
k

lk ¼ þN; ð5Þ

such that

lim
nAL

an ¼ 0: ð6Þ

Any subset L of N can be written in the form L ¼ fn1; n2; n3;y; nk;yg; where
n1on2on3o?onko? .

Theorem 2. If s is not a Markoff measure, fekgkX1 is an arbitrary positive sequence,

then there exist an infinite subset L ¼ fn1; n2;y; nk;yg in N satisfying nkþ1=nk4e�1
k ;
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and a Turán measure s# such that the parameters an of s and a#
n of s# are equal for

neL and ja#
nk
joek for k ¼ 1; 2; 3;y .

Proof. It follows from (5) to (6) and the following lemma.

Lemma 3. Let s be a probability measure on T with parameters fangnX0 and L be a

subset in N of the form (5) such that (6) holds. Then for every sequence fejgjX1 of

positive numbers there is an infinite subset L0 ¼ fmk1
;mk2

;y;mkj
;yg of L with

mkjþ1
=mkj

4e�1
j ; and a Turán measure s# such that the parameters an of s and a#

n of s#

are equal for neL0 and ja#
mkj

joej for j ¼ 1; 2; 3;y .

Proof. It follows from (3) that

Sbmk
¼ ð�amk�1;�amk�2;y; 1Þ:

Since S is a homeomorphism, (5) and (6) imply that

bmk
ðzÞ40 ð7Þ

uniformly on compact subsets of D:
Let fzkgkX1 be a dense sequence in D: By (7) there is j141 such that

jbmj1
ðz1Þjoe1:

We put

að1Þ
n ¼

an if namj1 ;

z1bmj1
ðz1Þ if n ¼ mj1

(

and consider the measure sð1Þ corresponding to the parameters fa
ð1Þ
n gnX0: Since

lim
nAL

að1Þ
n ¼ 0;

we obtain that there is j24j1 such that

mj24e�1
1 mj1 ;

jbð1Þ
mj2

ðz2Þjoe2:

We put

að2Þ
n ¼

a
ð1Þ
n if namj2 ;

z2b
ð1Þ
mj2

ðz2Þ if n ¼ mj2

8<
:

and consider the measure sð2Þ corresponding to the parameters fa
ð2Þ
n gnX0:

This construction can be continued by induction. Then for any integer k; k41; we
obtain: a finite subset mj1omj2o?omjk of N satisfying

mjsþ1
4e�1

s mjs ; s ¼ 1; 2;y; k � 1; ð8aÞ
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and a finite family of parameters fa
ð1Þ
n gnX0; fa

ð2Þ
n gnX0;y; fa

ðkÞ
n gnX0 such that

aðsþ1Þ
n ¼

a
ðsÞ
n if namjsþ1

;

zsþ1b
ðsÞ
mjsþ1

ðzsþ1Þ if n ¼ mjsþ1
;

8<
: s ¼ 1; 2;y; k � 1 ð8bÞ

jaðsþ1Þ
mjsþ1

joesþ1; s ¼ 1; 2;y; k � 1: ð8cÞ

We denote by sð jÞ the measure corresponding to the parameters fa
ð jÞ
n gnX0: By (8b)

the first parameters a
#
0 ; a

#
1 ;y; a#

mkj
of sð jÞ; sð jþ1Þ; sð jþ2Þ;y are the same. It follows

that the limit 	-limj sð jÞ exists in the 	-weak topology of the space of probability

measures. Moreover, the limit measure s# has the parameters fa#
n gnX0: By (8b) and

(3) its orthogonal polynomials satisfy j#
mjsþ1ðzjsÞ ¼ 0; s ¼ 1; 2; 3;y . Finally, (8b)

and (8c) imply an ¼ a#
n for namjs and also ja#

n joej if n ¼ mjs : &

Definition. We say that a probability measure s is in Mp; 0opoþN; if its

parameters fangnX0 satisfyXN
n¼0

janjpoN:

We say that s is in Nevai’s class MN if limn an ¼ 0:

Theorem 4. For any sAMp; 0oppþN and any infinite subset L of N there exist an

infinite set L0CL and a Turán measure s# in Mp such that the parameters an of s and

a#
n of s# are equal for neL0:

Proof. Since MpCMN; there exist a subsequence fmkgkX1 in L and a sequence

flkgkX1 in N such that the set (5) corresponding to these sequences satisfies (6).

Choosing now ej ¼ 2�j ; j ¼ 1; 2;y; we complete the proof by Lemma 3. &

Remark. By Geronimus theorem [3, Theorem 8.2] s is a Szegö measure if and only if
sAM2: Hence by Theorem 4 any Szegö measure generates infinitely many Turán
measures with parameters almost identical to the parameters of the initial Szegö
measure. By another Geronimus theorem [3, Theorem 8.5] any measure in M1 is
absolutely continuous, which together with Theorem 4 imply the existence of
absolutely continuous Turán measures with continuous density.

Theorem 5. If s is a Markoff measure, then for every infinite set L ¼
fn1; n2;y; nk;yg with limkðnkþ1 � nkÞ ¼ N there exists a Turán measure s# in

Markoff’s class such that the parameters an of s and a#
n of s# are equal for neL:

Proof. Let l be the integer in the definition of a Markoff measure for s: Then in any
segment ½ j � 2l; ð j þ 1Þ � 2l� there are at least two indexes i such that jaij4e40: Since
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limk ðnkþ1 � nkÞ ¼ N; every segment ½ j � 2l; ð j þ 1Þ � 2l� with j sufficiently big may
contain at most one element of L: Applying Theorem 1 to s and L; we obtain the
result. &

It was shown in [7, Theorems 1.8 and G], that almost all zeros of the orthogonal
polynomials associated to a Markoff measure accumulate to supp ðsÞ: At the same

time every disc fz : jzjorg; 0oro1; can contain only Const � ð1� rÞ�1 zeros of
jnðzÞ: Theorem 5 shows that these zeros can accumulate to any point of the disc
fjzjorg:

4. Is it possible for a Turán measure to be absolutely continuous with infinitely
differentiable density?

Let

FnðzÞ ¼
jnðzÞ

kn

; n ¼ 0; 1; 2;y

be the sequence of monic orthogonal polynomials associated to a probability
measure s:

For any Szegö measure s we define the Szegö function by

Dðz; sÞ ¼ exp

Z
T

zþ z

z� z
log

ffiffiffiffi
s0

p
dmðzÞ


 �
;

where m is the normalized ðmðTÞ ¼ 1Þ Lebesgue measure on T: Szegö’s Theorem
says that

F	
nðzÞ4Dðz; sÞ�1 ð9Þ

uniformly on compact subsets of D for any Szegö measure s:
For 0oro1 we denote by ErðTÞ the set of probability measures on T with

parameters fangnX0 satisfying an ¼ oðrnÞ: Since
XN
n¼0

janj2o
XN
n¼0

janjoConst
XN
n¼0

rnoN;

every measure in ErðTÞ is a Szegö measure. Next we put

E0ðTÞ ¼
\

0oro1

ErðTÞ; E1ðTÞ ¼
[

0oro1

ErðTÞ:

Theorem (Nevai–Totik [8]). A measure s is in E0ðTÞ if and only if Dðz; sÞ�1
extends

to an entire function with zeros fwkgkX1 in C\D: The zeros of orthogonal polynomials

associated to s accumulate either to 0 or to the points 1= %wk; k ¼ 1; 2;y .

By the Nevai–Totik Theorem there are no Turán measures in E0ðTÞ: Moreover, it
is proved in [8] that there are no Turán measures in E1ðTÞ: The relation between the
rate of decay of the parameters and the size of the largest disk, wherein F	

n are

bounded, found in [8] imply that zeros of the orthogonal polynomials of such
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measures cannot accumulate to any point in D: In the proof of Theorem 6 we
partially reproduce arguments of [8] to obtain formulas (11a) and (11b).

For a positive sequence fengnX0 we denote by PðfengnX0Þ the set of probability

measures s such that their parameters fangnX0 satisfy

janjoCs � en; n ¼ 0; 1; 2;y; Cs40:

Theorem 6. Let fengnX0 be a positive sequence such that for every t; 0oto1;

tn ¼ oðenÞ: ð10Þ

Then for every sAE1ðTÞ; with parameters fangnX0 and for an arbitrary infinite set

LCN there is a Turán measure s# in PðfengnX0Þ with parameters fa#
n gnX0 such that

an ¼ a#
n for neL:

Remark. Condition (10) is equivalent to the inclusion

E1ðTÞCPðfengnX0Þ:

Proof. If sAE1ðTÞ; then there is 0oro1 such that sAErðTÞ: Using the monic
orthogonal polynomials, we can rewrite Szegö’s recurrence formulas as follows:

z�ðnþ1Þ � Fnþ1ðzÞ
F	

nþ1ðzÞ

 !
¼

1 � %anz�ðnþ1Þ

�anzðnþ1Þ 1

 !
�

z�n � FnðzÞ
F	

nðzÞ

 !
;

where

1 � %anz�ðnþ1Þ

�anzðnþ1Þ 1

 !
¼ I þ

0 � %anz�ðnþ1Þ

�anzðnþ1Þ 0

 !
¼def I þ An:

It is clear that the matrix norm of I þ An satisfies

jjI þ Anjjp1þ jjAnjj ¼ 1þ janj � ðmaxðjzj; jzj�1ÞÞnþ1:

It follows that for every za0ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jz�ðnþ1ÞFnþ1ðzÞj2 þ jF	

nþ1ðzÞj
2

q
p

ffiffiffi
2

p Yn

k¼0

jjI þ Akjjp
ffiffiffi
2

p Yn

k¼0

ð1þ jjAkjjÞ

p
ffiffiffi
2

p
exp

Xn

k¼0

jakjðmaxðjzj; jzj�1ÞÞkþ1

( )
:

Assuming that 0orodpjzjp1=d; we obtain that

jF	
nþ1ðzÞjpCd; ð11aÞ

jFnþ1ðzÞjpCdjzjnþ1; ð11bÞ
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since

XN
k¼0

jakj
1

d


 �kþ1

oConst �
XN
k¼0

r

d

� �kþ1

oN:

It follows from (11a) that the sequence of polynomials F	
nðzÞ is normal in the disc

fz : jzjo1=dg: Now (9) implies that Dðz;sÞ�1 extends to a holomorphic function in

fz : jzjo1=dg; which cannot have zeros in D because Dðz; sÞ�1 does not vanish in D:
Therefore for every 0ogo1 the family of holomorphic functions 1=F	

nðzÞ is

uniformly bounded in the disc fz : jzjogg: This together with (11b) imply that for
every g satisfying dogo1 there is a positive constant Cg such that

jbnðzÞj ¼
FnðzÞ
F	

nðzÞ

����
����oCgjzjn ð12Þ

for dojzjog:
We consider now any dense sequence fzjgjX1 in D: For jz1jog1ot1o1 we obtain

from (10) that

Cg1g
n
1otn

1oen

for nXn1AL: It follows from (12) that jbnðzÞjoen for n ¼ n1 and dojzjog1: Since bn

is holomorphic in D; by the maximum modulus theorem we conclude that

jbn1ðz1Þjoen1 :

Modifying fangnX0 by (4), we obtain a new element sð1Þ in ErðTÞ with parameters

fa
ð1Þ
n gnX0:

Applying the above arguments to sð1Þ and L; we find an integer n2AL; n1on2;
such that

jbð1Þ
n2
ðz2Þjoen2 :

We modify the parameters fa
ð1Þ
n gnX0 by (4) and obtain a new element sð2Þ in ErðTÞ

with parameters fa
ð2Þ
n gnX0: Running the above construction by induction, we obtain

a sequence of measures sðkÞ in ErðTÞ: The first parameters a#
0 ; a#

1 ;y; a#
nj

of the

measures sð jÞ; sð jþ1Þ; sð jþ2Þ;y are the same. It follows that the limit 	-limj sð jÞ

exists, the parameters of s# are fa#
n gnX0; and b

ðk�1Þ
nk

¼ b#
nk
: Since

zkb#
nk
ðzkÞ ¼ a

#
nk

by the construction, we obtain from (3) that b#
nkþ1ðzkÞ ¼ 0; which implies that

j#
nkþ1ðzkÞ ¼ 0; k ¼ 1; 2;y :
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Since fzkgkX1 is dense in D; we see that s# is a Turán measure. The definition of a#
nk

implies that

ja#
nk
jojbðk�1Þ

nk
ðzkÞjoenk

:

Since sAErðTÞ and a#
n ¼ an if neL; (10) implies that s#APðfengnX0Þ: &

Remark. Although by Nevai and Totik [8] there are no Turán measure in E1ðTÞ;
Theorem 6 says that any measure in E1ðTÞ generates infinitely many Turán measures
with almost the same parameters inPðfengnX0Þ; which may be arbitrary close to E1ðTÞ .

Corollary 7. There exists a Turán measure with infinitely differentiable density.

Proof. Let fengnX0 be a sequence such that en ¼ oðn�pÞ for every p40: For instance

we may put en ¼ expf�nag; n ¼ 0; 1; 2;y; a40: Then every s in PðfengnX0Þ is

absolutely continuous and 1=s0 is infinitely differentiable. This result was first
obtained in [2] (see [4,6, Theorem 11] for another proofs). If s is the measure with

parameters an ¼ expf�ðn þ 1Þ2g; n ¼ 0; 1; 2;y; then sAE0ðTÞ: The result now

follows by Theorem 6 applied to s; fengnX0 and L ¼ f22ngnX0: &
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